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Three Tips to find new employment.  
Now may be a challenging time to be looking for work, however there are things you 

can do to improve your chances of finding employment.  Here are my first three tips 

that could immediately help you and provide focus. 

What to do 

1. Optimise your LinkedIn profile 

Ensure you have changed the settings in your LinkedIn profile which tells recruiters you are looking for work. This 

makes it easier to find you in their searches. [If you don’t know how to do this, on the title bar, click me – then 

settings and privacy – then on the left hand side job seeking preferences, then ‘let recruiters know you’re open to 

opportunities’ – switch this to YES] 

When recruiters search to find a candidate for their roles, the most heavily SEO’d area on your profile is the space 

under your name.   If you have ‘looking for a new opportunity’, that doesn’t tell the recruiter what you are actually 

looking for unfortunately it’s a wasted opportunity.  If this applies to you, I advise changing it to say what you want.  

Marketing analytics expert, looking for next opportunity   or   Supply Chain Manager looking for next move.      If 

you have the name of your last employer in your title, remove it and put what role you are after. 

If you are looking for more than one role, you could write the titles in the space, for example; Supply Chain | 

Purchasing | Logistics – available immediately. 

2. Build your brand 

Now is the time to showcase what you know and why you are a good choice to hire.  Ensure you have filled out your 

summary with the types of key words recruiters would use to find you. Tell people in your summary what you are 

good at and what value you can add.   You are now in the job of marketing your brand.  Change up your 

background to make it look a bit more interesting and relevant.  My background is the Melbourne skyline, yours 

could be a manufacturing production line if you are interested in manufacturing or a quote that resonates with you 

or something that helps your profile stand out a little and be more interesting to employers.    

3. Focus on the positives 

With COVID-19 and being out of work, it is easy to slip into doom and gloom, so to counter this, you need to think 

about how you can keep positive. On my Career Pivots LinkedIn page, which for full disclosure I only created today, 

(so I would love it if you could like it). https://www.linkedin.com/company/career-pivots/?viewAsMember=true  I 

have posted a model of Sphere of influence, which helps you to think what you can control and what you can’t, it’s 

to help you worry less. 

I also want to give you another tool that can help you focus on what you do have.  Its called 5 things gratitude 

tool. Click to download. 

This is a quick and easy tool that will help you stay positive during this time.    We will come out of this pandemic 

and you will find another role and organisation to work with, so until then keep focused, keep positive and be 

proactive.    

I will create the #2 tip sheet. I am thinking this will be how to connect with and work with recruiters. Though I am 

happy to hear what you would like that would be helpful.    If you have an idea, post it in my Career Pivots LinkedIn 

page- or shoot me an email (details below). 

Bye for now     June Coach and Founder 
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